CALL FOR PAPERS FOR VOLUME 9, 2014

The University of Sydney Papers in TESOL is currently accepting manuscripts for review for Volume 9, 2014. Academics and research students seeking to disseminate their work to the wider community are invited to contribute to this volume. Postgraduate research students are particularly encouraged to submit a paper as a sole author or with their supervisor(s).

Types of submissions

- A research article
- A discussion piece which raises and debates issues on a particular topic

Word length

A manuscript should be a minimum of 4,500 words in length and should not exceed 8,000 words, including tables, figures and the bibliography.

Information for contributors

www-faculty.edfac.usyd.edu.au/projects/usp_in_tesol

Important dates

- 800-word abstract submission: by November 20, 2013
- Full paper submission for peer review: by February 20, 2014
- Anticipated publication: September 2014

Abstract/Full paper submission: marie.stevenson@sydney.edu.au

Inquiries

Marie Stevenson: marie.stevenson@sydney.edu.au

David Hirsh: david.hirsh@sydney.edu.au